EE. Analyzers

Page: Astrée
Page: Axivion Bauhaus Suite
Page: Clang
Page: CodeSonar
Page: Coverity
Page: Cppcheck
Page: ECLAIR
Page: EDG
Page: GCC
Page: Klocwork
Page: LDRA
Page: Parasoft
Page: Polyspace Bug Finder
Page: PRQA QA-C
Page: PVS-Studio
Page: Rose
Page: RuleChecker
Page: SonarQube C/C++ Plugin
Page: Splint

The information in the automated detection sections on this wiki may be

- provided by the vendors
- determined by CERT by informally evaluating the analyzer
- determined by CERT by reviewing the vendor documentation

Where possible, we try to reference the exact version of the tool for which the results were obtained. Because these tools evolve continuously, this information can rapidly become dated and obsolete.